Fluctuations of conformational mobility of macromolecules around the glass transition.
The heterogeneity of local dynamics in disordered systems is behind some key features of glass transition. In order to improve our understanding of the molecular dynamics in disordered systems in the vicinity of the glass transition, different parameters have been proposed to quantitatively describe dynamical heterogeneity. In the case of polymers, free volume models relate the macromolecular mobility to the free or accessible volume. The relationship between dynamic heterogeneity and fluctuations of accessible volume seems straightforward. In the present work, the heterogeneity of local dynamics in polymeric systems is analyzed by computer simulation with the bond fluctuation model. The value of the accessible volume around each polymer chain is evaluated from a snapshot or static structure at each system state, resulting in a distribution of accessible volume that reflects system heterogeneity. The relationship between the average value and the standard deviation of free volume distributions at different temperatures fits a master curve for different systems, regardless of the specific inter- and intramolecular interaction potentials that define each material. The dynamic slowdown around the glass transition is accompanied by a clear evolution of the mean value and shape of the accessible free volume distribution. The relative fluctuation of the dynamically accessible volume has been used as a parameter to quantitatively describe heterogeneity. The fluctuation varies with temperature with remarkable differences between the liquid and glassy states of the systems studied, presenting a peak at the glass transition temperature, which can be interpreted as a reflection of the distribution of local glass transition temperatures.